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reflect honor upon the legal profession. I will treat
all participants in the legal process with civility.
In every aspect of my practice, I will be honest,
courteous and fair.
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Reducing Stress

Richard P. D’Addario, Esq.
President
Rhode Island Bar Association

We have to make
our own choices of
when our work day
begins and ends,
and those choices
need to consider
our own well-being,
as well as the
reasonable needs
of our clients.

Recently, I started thinking about the many
changes in our profession from the time I started
practicing law in 1971 to the present. Certainly, the
world we live in and the way we conduct our law
practices are vastly different in so many ways. You
would expect we are all reaping the benefit and
harvest of the vast advances in technology as we
handle our caseload on a day to day basis. However, this may not necessarily be the case as I see
so many of us, myself included, enduring increases
in our stress levels. While we would all agree that
technology has made it far easier to communicate
with our clients and fellow counsel, we have to
ask ourselves why this ability to do so has not
eased our workload and worry. In fact, in some
ways, there seems to be more pressure and stress
in our profession than ever.
I remember taking two-week vacations in my
first few years of private practice, something I
have rarely been able to accomplish in a long time.
Those vacations did not involve the incessant
checking of emails, text messages, and returning
phone calls that have been a part of every vacation
I have taken in more recent years. In fact, we used
to rent an island cottage off the coast of Maine
for a two-week stretch, and I was unreachable for
that entire time since there was no phone available, not even a landline.
Perhaps you could say that the availability of
technology and enhanced communication has led
to a more efficient law office and ultimately better
service for our clients. At the same time, it has immeasurably increased our client expectations and
made it more difficult to separate our work time
from the rest of our day. We have to step back and
ask ourselves what effect all of this has had on us
as attorneys and on our staff and families. What
is the human side of these developments?
I recently had a closing where I represented a
real estate seller, who, like some of our clients, was
distrusting of the whole process. The closing took
place without a hitch and the buyer’s attorney
was ready to record the next day, make the payoff
of my client’s mortgage, and wire the proceeds
to her account. Routine stuff which should not
have resulted in any stress for the participants,
but my client kept calling and emailing the buyer’s
attorney after the closing to check on when the

funds were going to hit her account and when
her lender was going to acknowledge receipt of
her mortgage payoff funds. Emails and voicemails from her were sent late at night and in the
early morning hours. One such email went to the
buyer’s attorney at 11:45 PM and I noticed that he
had responded to her minutes after receipt.
The next day I asked the buyer’s attorney why
he felt it necessary to do so – it was obvious to me
that the matter could have waited for his response
during normal working hours. It certainly was not
an emergency. He replied that it was just a habit of
his to check and read emails as they came in, and
he hadn’t really given much thought to whether he
should respond when he should have been heading to bed.
The lesson learned from this example is this:
we have to make our own choices of when our
work day begins and ends, and those choices need
to consider our own well-being, as well as the
reasonable needs of our clients.
The recent COVID-19 crisis forced all of us to
work at home for the past few months, further
narrowing the space between office and home,
between work and pleasure. Our computers
and personal mobile devices make it too easy to
always be in touch and we need to make choices
as to when to turn off the work day. If we do not
do so, the level of stress we face will get worse as
it becomes easier for our clients to communicate
with us at any time and at any place. This will
inevitably change client expectations of the level
of service required from their attorney, and we
should all look carefully at how we want to service our clients, keeping in mind the overall effect
it has on our well-being and the well-being of our
staff and family members.
I would be remiss if I did not mention your
Bar’s Lawyers Helping Lawyers Program (LHL).
For those that may feel overwhelmed at times and
have a need to talk to someone about whatever
personal issue you may be dealing with, I would
remind you that the LHL program, which is free
of any cost, is a confidential, valuable resource to
you as a Bar member. For more information about
the program, go to this link from the Bar’s website: https://ribar.com/quick-links/lawyers-helpinglawyers/. You may find it very helpful. ◊
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Build your Client Base and
		
Gain Experience with the
		
Bar’s Lawyer Referral Service!
Attorney Erica Sciacca, a member of the Lawyer Referral Service,
enthusiastically supports the program. “As a new attorney, the Bar’s
Lawyer Referral Service has helped me to build my practice and to
gain experience. LRS is a valuable resource to the public, and I’m
so happy to be a participant.”

Membership in the Rhode Island Bar Association’s Lawyer Referral Service (LRS) is an excellent
and inexpensive way to increase your client base and visibility within the community while expand
ing public access to legal representation. Optional special LRS projects include: Ask A Lawyer
providing live, television studio lawyer panels in partnership with Channel 10; Senior Citizen
Center Clinics throughout the year and the state; Reduced Fee Program offered to qualifying
clients; and the Arts Panel for local artists’ legal needs all offer unique opportunities for increasing
your business while you provide an important public service to your community.
Applications and more detailed program information and qualifications may be found
on our website ribar.com in the Members Only section. You may also request information
by contacting Public Services Director Susan Fontaine at 401-421-7799 or email
sfontaine@ribar.com.
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Editorial Statement
The Rhode Island Bar Journal is the Rhode Island
Bar Association’s official magazine for Rhode Island
attorneys, judges and others interested in Rhode
Island law. The Bar Journal is a paid, subscription
magazine published bi-monthly, six times annually
and sent to, among others, all practicing attorneys
and sitting judges, in Rhode Island. This constitutes
an audience of over 6,000 individuals. Covering
issues of relevance and providing updates on events,
programs and meetings, the Rhode Island Bar Journal
is a magazine that is read on arrival and, most often,
kept for future reference. The Bar Journal publishes
scholarly discourses, commentary on the law and Bar
activities, and articles on the administration of justice.
While the Journal is a serious magazine, our articles
are not dull or somber. We strive to publish a topical,
thought-provoking magazine that addresses issues of
interest to significant segments of the Bar. We aim to
publish a magazine that is read, quoted and retained.
The Bar Journal encourages the free expression of
ideas by Rhode Island Bar members. The Bar Journal
assumes no responsibility for opinions, statements and
facts in signed articles, except to the extent that, by
publication, the subject matter merits attention. The
opinions expressed in editorials are not the official
view of the Rhode Island Bar Association. Letters to
the Editors are welcome.
Article Selection Criteria
>	The Rhode Island Bar Journal gives primary preference to original articles, written expressly for first
publication in the Bar Journal, by members of the
Rhode Island Bar Association. The Bar Journal does
not accept unsolicited articles from individuals
who are not members of the Rhode Island Bar
Association. Articles previously appearing in other
publications are not accepted.
>	All submitted articles are subject to the Journal ’s
editors’ approval, and they reserve the right to edit
or reject any articles and article titles submitted for
publication.
>	Selection for publication is based on the article’s
relevance to our readers, determined by content and
timeliness. Articles appealing to the widest range
of interests are particularly appreciated. However,
commentaries dealing with more specific areas of
law are given equally serious consideration.
>	Preferred format includes: a clearly presented statement of purpose and/or thesis in the introduction;
supporting evidence or arguments in the body; and
a summary conclusion.
> Citations conform to the Uniform System of Citation
>	Maximum article size is approximately 3,500 words.
However, shorter articles are preferred.
>	While authors may be asked to edit articles themselves, the editors reserve the right to edit pieces for
legal size, presentation and grammar.
>	Articles are accepted for review on a rolling basis.
Meeting the criteria noted above does not guarantee
publication. Articles are selected and published at
the discretion of the editors.
>	Submissions are preferred in a Microsoft Word
format emailed as an attachment or on disc. Hard
copy is acceptable, but not recommended.
>	Authors are asked to include an identification
of their current legal position and a photograph,
(headshot) preferably in a jpg file of, at least,
350 d.p.i., with their article submission.
Direct inquiries and send articles and author’s
photographs for publication consideration to:
Rhode Island Bar Journal Editor Kathleen Bridge
email: kbridge@ribar.com
telephone: 401-421-5740
Material published in the Rhode Island Bar Journal
remains the property of the Journal, and the author
consents to the rights of the Rhode Island Bar Journal
to copyright the work.

Heroes Among Us

Michael R. McElroy, Esq.
President
Rhode Island Bar Foundation

We should thank
those involved in
the Rhode Island Bar
Association’s Armed
Forces Legal Services
Project, which is
designed to provide
legal assistance to
those serving in the
military and their
families. We should
also thank the volunteer attorneys who
regularly provide
this legal help on
a pro bono basis.

My father was a teenager when he served in the
Navy in World War II. He also had two brothers
who fought in World War II, both of whom were
killed in action: one in Europe and one in the
Pacific Theater. As I write this message, Victory
Day is approaching in Rhode Island, and this
Rhode Island-only holiday always makes me
think of those Americans who have served in the
military, especially those who served in World War
II. Approximately 16 million Americans served
in World War II, but only about 300,000 of these
veterans are alive today.
My two uncles now have their names inscribed
in the beautiful World War II Memorial erected
across the street from the Providence County
Courthouse. My father-in-law, who recently
passed away in his 90s, also served in World War
II and was seriously injured. He was hit with
shrapnel in both feet and his hip and was lucky
to survive. He had pain for the rest of his life.
I had an encounter years ago with another
World War II hero, Captain Edward L. Beach, Jr.
It was about 1969. I owned a convertible Chevrolet Corvair (unsafe at any speed, according to
consumer advocate Ralph Nader). I listed it for
sale in the newspaper. I was contacted by a man
who came to my house to test drive it. He loved it,
and we agreed upon a price. I then started writing
up a bill of sale and asked his name. He said his
name was Captain Edward L. Beach of the United
States Navy and told me that he was stationed in
Newport.
I told him that his name sounded familiar to
me. After thinking about it for a while, I realized
that I had just read a wonderful book he wrote
called Submarine. The book is a series of stories
about World War II submarine battles, including
battles in which Captain Beach was the commander of a submarine. A number of these battles
are quite famous and were very important to the
Allies winning World War II.
I went to my room and got the book that I had
just read, and he autographed it for me. I found
out later that Captain Beach received many decorations in World War II, including the Navy Cross.
He was also an aide to President Eisenhower. He
was the author of a number of other books, including the famous novel entitled Run Silent Run

Deep that became a movie starring Clark
Gable. Captain Beach also set the world record
for circumnavigating the globe in a submarine.
I never served in the military, but many brave
Americans have done so, and a number of them
have paid a terrible price defending our freedom.
Whenever we have the opportunity, we should
thank those who are still with us for their service.
We should thank those involved in the Rhode
Island Bar Association’s Armed Forces Legal
Services Project, which is designed to provide legal
assistance to those serving in the military and
their families. We should also thank the volunteer
attorneys who regularly provide this legal help
on a pro bono basis. If anyone reading this wishes
to assist the Armed Forces Project, they should
contact the Elisa King at the Bar Association
at 401-521-5040. ◊
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EXPERIENCED, THOROUGHLY PREPARED
& SUCCESSFUL TRIAL ATTORNEY

Since 1984, I have been representing people who have been physically and emotionally
harmed due to the criminal acts or negligence of others. I have obtained numerous
million dollar plus trial verdicts and many more settlements for victims of birth injury,
cerebral palsy, medical malpractice, wrongful death, trucking and construction accidents.
Counting criminal and civil cases, I have been lead counsel in over 100 jury trial verdicts.
My 12 years of working in 3 different prosecutors’ offices (Manhattan 1982-84;
Miami 1984-88, R.I.A.G. 1988-94) has led to my enduring commitment to seek justice.
I welcome your referrals. My case load is exceptionally small.
I do and will continue to personally handle every aspect of your client’s
medical malpractice or serious personal injury case from beginning to end.

The Law Office of David Morowitz, Ltd.
Board Certified in Civil Trial Advocacy by the National Board of Trial Advocacy*
morowitzlaw.com
155 South Main St., Suite 304, Providence, RI 02903
(401) 274-5556 (401) 273-8543 fax

I am never too busy to promptly return all phone calls from clients and attorneys.
*The Rhode Island Supreme Court licenses all lawyers in the general practice of law.
The Court does not license or certify any lawyer as an expert or specialist in any particular field of practice.
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Going Out of Business:
Revocation or Dissolution?
Introduction
For decades prior to July 1, 2020, when many
or most domestic business entities formed under
the laws of Rhode Island (including business
corporations (“Corporation(s)”), limited liability
companies (“LLC(s)”), among others) would reach
the end of their operations, whether by being sold
in a sale of assets or just going out-of-business,
they would usually file final federal and state tax
returns and pay any taxes then due. At that point,
many such entities would merely cease to file the
John F. Corrigan, Esq.
required annual reports with the Rhode Island
John F. Corrigan Law P.C.
Secretary of State (“SOS”). After the failure to
Providence
file annual reports, the SOS would revoke the
charter of the organization. Such passive “death
by default” was thought during these earlier times
to involve little adverse consequence; it
For entities that have, in the was free of any filing fees or efforts and
it was clearly the easiest way to bring
past, submitted to revocation “closure” to an entity’s life cycle. The
and remain exposed to the
other alternative to bringing the entity’s
assessment of taxes and the operations to a close was to comply with
potential for collection action the more rigorous statutory SOS procedures prescribed for formal dissolution.
by the DOR, the new dissolu- These SOS dissolution processes also
tion procedures only offer
involved an interaction with the Rhode
the prospect of having to pay Island Department of Revenue Division
of Taxation (“DOR”). The entity was
all accumulated assessed
required, as a prerequisite to filing articles
taxes, penalties and interest of dissolution with the SOS, to obtain
prior to complying with the
a certificate or letter of good standing
(“LOGS”) from the DOR, a process that
new dissolution provisions.
was rigorous, time-consuming, sometimes
onerous, and expensive if professional assistance
was employed by business clients.
Not only would lay business people decide on
their own to take the easy way out by means of
submitting to revocation and forego formal dissolution, it was not uncommon during those earlier
years for highly regarded lawyers and accountants
to inform their clients to decline to spend the effort, time and money pursuing formal dissolution
since there was a belief that such a passive strategy
was unlikely to result in any significant adverse
consequences. The historical aversion to taking
the formal dissolution route may have been eroded
in recent years. An entirely anecdotal, casual and
amateur “spot check” of accounting professionals

recently conducted by the author found a spectrum of views on foregoing formal dissolution
running the gamut from the old “business as
usual-go the easy revocation route” to “it would
be malpractice” not to advise formal dissolution.
The business decision to take the path of least
resistance to submit to revocation appears to have
been well established and widespread. Historically,
there have been many more revocations than
dissolutions. For example, according to records
obtained from the SOS, in 2019, for all inactive
entities registered with the SOS there were a total
of 5,886 revocations compared to just 1,379 formal dissolutions. A breakdown by form of entity
for 2019 reveals that: for Corporations there were
1,048 revocations as opposed to 351 dissolutions,
and for LLCs there were 3,064 revocations as
opposed to 910 dissolutions. A breakdown for
2015 indicates an unbalance of revocations to dissolutions for Corporations and LLCs of similar
or greater proportion.1 Analyses breaking down
the mix of Corporations and LLCs for periods
prior to 2015 have not been conducted due to lack
of detailed underlying data, but the expectation
is that the imbalance between revocations and
dissolutions has a long history.

Discussion of Statutory Provisions
There follows a discussion of the ramification
of revocation versus dissolution just for Corporations and LLCs under the law applicable today
(in addition to the law applicable prior to July 1,
2020). The purpose of this article is to focus on
the current and past procedures for revocation
and dissolution applicable specifically to Corporations organized under the Rhode Island Corporation Law, R.I. Gen. Laws 7-1.2 -101 et seq. (“BCA”)
and LLCs organized under the Rhode Island
Limited Liability Company Act, R.I. Gen. Laws
7-16-1 et seq. (“LLCA”).

CORPORATIONS
Revocation
Under BCA section 1310, the SOS may revoke
articles of incorporation for several reasons including the corporation having failed to timely
file annual reports to the SOS.2
Rhode Island Bar Journal September/October 2020
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Under BCA section 1311, upon revoking the articles of incorporation the SOS shall issue a certificate of revocation, at which
point the “authority of the corporation to transact business in
the state” shall cease. It is noted that the SOS has stated on its
website and in certain notices of revocation to revoked Corporations that a revocation is an administrative action and is
not an official dissolution, which means that the revoked entity
remains liable for taxes and filings. The SOS notice states that
the DOR will continue to assess the annual minimum corporate
taxes or annual fees (which is now $400 for both Corporations
and LLCs).

Dissolution

Arbitrator
Investigator
Mediator
Nicholas Trott Long, Esq.
401-351-5070
nicholas@ntlong.com
www.ntlong.com
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Under sections BCA section 1302 and BCA section 1303,
respectively, the shareholders or the Corporation may voluntarily vote to dissolve, give notice to all known creditors, pay
or adequately provide for payment of all obligations, distribute
remaining assets among shareholders, and then file articles of
dissolution with the SOS.
Prior to July 1, 2020, under BCA section 1309, upon the filing
by the Corporation of conforming articles of dissolution with
the SOS, the Corporation was required to include a certificate of
good standing, generally referred to as a letter of good standing
(“LOGS”), from the DOR. In order to obtain a LOGS from the
DOR, the Corporation had been required to make a request to
the DOR on a specific DOR form accompanied by information,
tax returns, and other documents specified on the form. Frequently, after the initial filing of a fully conforming request with
the DOR, there could be a series of several follow-up requests
from the DOR for additional information and documents. Subject to the receipt of the LOGS from the DOR, upon the issuance
of the certificate of dissolution by the SOS, the existence of the
Corporation ceases except for the purposes of suits and other
proceedings and other corporate action provided in the BCA.
Effective July 1, 2020, BCA requires only that the Corporation certify to the SOS that it has paid all fees and taxes. The
requirement for a LOGS from the DOR has been eliminated
from the statute. Although Corporations will not be required
to obtain a LOGS, they will have to be sure that they have filed
all returns and paid all taxes to obtain a LOGS from the DOR
and will have to certify in the articles of dissolution to that fact
under penalty of perjury. The SOS may reject a dissolution filing
if the Corporation’s tax obligations have not been satisfied.
On June 24, 2020, the SOS posted on its website the new form
of articles of dissolution with instructions for completion.
The instructions and the form state that before filing the articles,
the entity ensure that it has filed its final tax return and is in
good standing with the DOR. The instructions and form of
articles of dissolution direct the entity to confirm its status at
taxportalri.gov. While accessing the tax portal requires an online registration which may take some small amount of time to
accomplish, it is a vastly superior process than seeking a LOGS.
It is noted that BCA section 1324 (Survival of Remedy After
Dissolution) provides for survival of remedies in favor of and
against dissolved Corporations and their officers, directors and
shareholders, provided action or proceeding is commenced
within two years after dissolution. The section says that dissolution does not take away or impair any remedy available to or
against the Corporation or its officers, directors, or shareholders
for any right or claim existing, or any liability incurred prior to

dissolution. This provision, sometimes referred to as a statute
of repose, basically provides that any action against the Cor
poration and its officers, directors and shareholders must be
commenced within two years after the date of dissolution.3

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES
Revocation

JIM PURCELL ADR
Arbitration - Mediation
Facilitation - Fact Finding

Under LLCA section 41, the SOS may revoke the articles of
organization of an LLC for several reasons, including the failure
by the LLC to timely file an annual report with the SOS.4 Under
LLCA section 42, upon revoking the articles of organization the
SOS shall issue a certificate of revocation, at which point the
authority of the LLC to “transact business” in the state shall
cease. Revocation notices from the SOS and the SOS website
contained warnings to the revoked LLC that the DOR would
continue to assess taxes against the revoked LLC revocation as
in the case of revoked Corporations.
Prior to July 1, 2020, under LLCA section 8(c), the filing by
the LLC of conforming articles of dissolution with the SOS had
to be accompanied by a LOGS from the DOR. The prior dissolution process for LLCs was parallel to that for Corporations and
was just as problematic in practice as for Corporations.

Dissolution
Under LLCA subsection 21(b)(1), an LLC can be dissolved by
the vote of a majority of the capital values of all membership
interests in the absence of a contrary provision in the articles
of organization or the operating agreement. Under LLCA section
39 an LLC “is dissolved,” among other reasons, by action of the
members under LCCA section 21(b)(1), among other circumstances enumerated in LCCA section 21.5
Effective July 1, 2020, LLCA section 8(c), requires only a
certification by the LLC that all fees and taxes have been paid.
The requirement for a LOGS from the DOR has been eliminated
from the LLC statute just as it has from the BCA governing
Corporations. The new form of articles of dissolution and the
instructions now posted by the SOS on its website for LLCs are
essentially the same as those for Corporations.

– Highly experienced arbitrator and mediator.
– Former trial lawyer, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts.
– Former CEO of major health insurer.
– Member of AAA and AHLA national rosters
of arbitrators and mediators.
– Dedicated to the prompt and fair resolution
of your matters consistent with your schedule.

Generally Equal Treatment for Corporations and LLCs

James E. Purcell

The foregoing review reveals comparably favorable treatment
regarding the dissolution of Corporations and LLCs as of July 1,
2020. One exception, however, is that under the LLCA there is
no survival of remedy provision or statute of repose applicable
to dissolved LLCs comparable to that applicable to dissolved
Corporations under BCA section 1324.

JimPurcellADR@gmail.com

New Era for Not Dissolving for Corporations and LLCs
Going Out of Business
For both Corporations and LLCs it appears that the old
calculus based on the desire to avoid the struggle to obtain an
LOGS that led entities to take the “death-by-default” revocation route may no longer apply. The removal of the LOGS
requirement now makes formal dissolution a far more attractive
alternative. For entities going out of business after July 1, 2020,
any exposure to ever-accumulating assessment of taxes can be
eliminated by following the new streamlined procedures for
formal dissolution. There is an added incentive for Corporations
and their principals to formally dissolve in that the shelter of the

401-258-1262

CONDOMINIUM LAW
- Condo Lien Foreclosures & Collections
(usually at No Cost to the Association)
- Condo Association HUD/FHA,
VA or FNMA Approval
- Condo Document Drafting & Re-Drafting
for Law Firms, Associations & Developers

535 Atwood Ave., Suite 4, Cranston, RI 02920
401.490.0994 info@richardpalumbolaw.com
*Admitted in RI & MA, Offices in RI, MA & CT
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corporate statute of repose would be available. Unfortunately,
such shelter is not currently afforded to dissolving LLCs.
For entities that have, in the past, submitted to revocation
and remain exposed to the assessment of taxes and the potential
for collection action by the DOR, the new dissolution procedures only offer the prospect of having to pay all accumulated
assessed taxes, penalties and interest prior to complying with the
new dissolution provisions. It is doubtful there will be a groundswell of already revoked entities voluntarily coming forward to
pay the accumulated taxes, etc. in order to formally dissolve.
As of the date of this article, it is not known whether the
DOR has any plans to initiate a comprehensive program to
pursue revoked Corporations or revoked LLCs to collect past
minimum annual taxes, penalties and interest. There would
not appear to be an economic justification for such an effort.6
However, if a revoked entity seeks reinstatement of its charter
and must obtain a LOGS, the DOR would demand those accumulated amounts of back taxes, interest and penalties. There
have also been vague anecdotal tales (perhaps apocryphal) of
individual cases cited by professionals contacted in the “spot
check” referred to above where principals formerly identified
with revoked entities seek some unrelated action by the DOR.
It is possible that these anecdotes may conflate the independent
requirement for a LOGS when a liquor license renewal or transfer is involved.7
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Government Policy
The more favorable dissolution procedures for Corporations
and LLCs effective July 1, 2020 have their origin in legislation
going back to 2017 when it was initiated at the request of the
SOS. The legislation reflects Rhode Island’s oft-stated interest to
foster economic success and entrepreneurship within the state.
The previous law disserved that goal by making going out of
business more complicated, costly and painful than it was to get
into business. These new dissolution procedures align favorably
with those in Delaware and Massachusetts which allow dissolution without a tax clearance letter from the taxing authorities.
Given this, it is submitted that legislation may be considered
that motivates previously revoked entities to come “out of the
cold” and seek dissolution by reducing the accumulated assessed
taxes, penalties and interest that would have to be paid to clean
up the historical tax status.
It is also submitted that legislation extending to LLCs the
benefits of the statute of repose applicable to corporations
under BCA section 1324 should be considered.

Conclusion
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With the elimination of the requirement of obtaining a LOGS
from the DOR, it should become absolutely routine that Corporations and LLCs going out of business formally dissolve as
well as filing final federal and state tax returns and paying taxes.
There is no longer a good reason to neglect filing for formal
dissolution and foregoing its benefits. All it takes now, in addition to filing a final state tax return, is the filing with the SOS of
simple articles of dissolution and the payment of a $50 filing fee.
The author acknowledges the assistance of Lynn Kosewski, CPA

regarding data basis analysis, taxation and other technical
matters.
ENDNOTES

No analysis of SOS records other than for 2019 and 2015 were available to
breakdown the “all-entity” data to isolate figures for business corporations
and LLCs. It is assumed in this article that in prior years the breakout for
business corporations and LLCs would follow the general “all-entity” trend
as indicated on the face of the SOS “all-entity” records provided.
2 Other reasons for revocation under BCA section 1310 are that the corporation has: obtained its articles of incorporation by fraud; exceeded or abused
its legal authority; made a misrepresentation in a report or filing required
under the BCA; failed to timely pay required fees to the SOS; failed to pay
corporate taxes as indicated on notice from the DOR; failed to maintain
a registered agent for 30 days; or failed to file a statement of change of
registered agent.
3 BCA section 1324 provides, in effect, that a dissolved corporation and
its directors, officers and shareholders are protected against any liability
incurred prior to dissolution if an action is not commenced prior to the
date of the dissolution of the corporation. Krupinski v. Deyesso, C.A. P.B.
07-3484, 2013 WL 1562564 (R.I. Super. Apr. 10, 2013). The decision may be
questioned since the court confused a revocation for a dissolution but the
reasoning of the court makes clear the result if there had been an orderly
dissolution.
4 Other reasons for revocation of an LLC under LLCA section 41 are very
similar in substance to those for revocation of corporations outlined in
footnote 2 above.
5 Other circumstances resulting in dissolution under LLCA section 39 are
the first to occur of: a point in time or the occurrence of an event specified
in the articles of organization or operating agreement; the death, expulsion,
or withdrawal of the last surviving member unless provision is made for
continuation; or a judicial decree of dissolution by a court.
6 Past minimum annual taxes for revoked corporate and LLC entities would
range from $500 to $400 per year, even as accumulated over the years would
not necessarily be individually large enough to justify pursuit. Many such
entities would have been revoked years ago, assets (if any) would have been
distributed, many recipients of distributed assets could have died or moved
to places unknown or become judgment proof, shareholders and members
in general would have no personal liability for taxes, etc. Such difficulties of
actually recovering money in many cases would make pursuit a financially
unattractive proposition even to private commercial “bounty hunters.”
7 R.I. Gen. Laws 3-24-7 (Certificates of Payment of State Taxes). ◊
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Useful Mediation Styles: Facilitative and Evaluative
Let’s start at the end. The dispute is resolved and
the parties have an agreement. All present hope
to have achieved the goal: resolution of the dispute reduced to a written agreement that will be
durable and lasting. Data show that agreements
entered into voluntarily have higher rates of
compliance than those imposed by a third party
(e.g. judge, arbitrator). How did we arrive at a
voluntary sustainable agreement?
First, who is the mediator and why should
parties trust him/her with this process? Did s/he
Kristen Sloan Maccini, Esq.
come recommended by their lawyer? As the result
Key Mediation LLC
of a joint process of elimination? By an algorithm
North Kingstown
that matched subject matter, geography, and mediation member professional? Because s/he was/is
a respected trial lawyer? Maybe. But equally likely
is even if parties start mediation somewhat
warily of either the mediator, the process, or
Perhaps somewhat
both, most respond favorably and producparadoxically, a successtively when given an opportunity to be fully
fully employed genuinely
heard in a private confidential forum which
prioritizes their determination of everything
facilitative style has the
that is important to the dispute, including
capacity to motivate parthe timeframe. With nothing characterized
ties to temporarily suspend as “irrelevant” (as might be according to the
their firm legal positions
Rules of Evidence), each side gets to tell its
in favor of acknowledging story. The mediator managing that process
must be able to elicit these stories devoting
their genuine underlying
sufficient time and attention to the aspects
interests.
deemed most important by the parties.
It is critically important to manage this
process respectfully and efficiently. Listening without interruption until a party has finished speaking is advised, which is sometimes followed by the
mediator’s careful rephrasing for clarity and/or
summarization if the offering has been lengthy,
always seeking party assent to any mediator
characterization. A mediator who is facilitating
generally allows parties to lead and responds
with curiosity and interest – not judgment.
In so doing s/he honors the history and travel of
the dispute. This stage may be the most important
opportunity to build trust, which is essential in
order to proceed with integrity to subsequent
phases of mediation.
It frequently does not proceed as you imagine
it might at the outset. Human beings are complex.
The mediator may be introducing new language

that s/he sees has potential to gain agreement from
both sides (akin to refining an agreed statement of
facts in real time in litigation). Parties on the same
side may not be in agreement. Or they may take
two steps forward and one step back. It is work
that requires critical listening skills, an ability to
pivot, and a great deal of patience.
The mediator is managing the energy in the
room working towards a time in the process when
both sides believe they have had a chance to talk
about what matters to them and that the mediator
has acknowledged their input and understood
what they said. Ideally, it is an identifiable moment
in the process where the work can shift from telling stories to identifying reasonable options. This
is the work required to facilitate productive negotiations. In the words of Lawrence Susskind, Ford
Professor of Urban and Environmental Planning
at MIT where he has been a faculty member for
over forty (40) years and one of the founders and
directors of the Program on Negotiation (PON)
at Harvard Law School:
Before people are ready to settle they must
believe that their interests are truly understood.
Only then can the mediator reframe and engage
in creative solutions.1
Perhaps somewhat paradoxically, a successfully
employed genuinely facilitative style has the capacity to motivate parties to temporarily suspend
their firm legal positions in favor of acknowledging their genuine underlying interests. It may
simply be a byproduct of earned trust and the
desire to be done with the dispute.
Does a facilitative style get the job done? Sometimes, as where parties have fixed time constraints,
have a goal of preserving a relationship or seek to
stay out of court under all circumstances. At other
times, even if they believe they have a good legal
argument and can afford litigation, parties may
prioritize their own mental and emotional needs
to avoid litigation. For these people, the prospect
of litigation is so anxiety producing (the unknown
of future demands on their time, money and peace
of mind) that they respond positively to pure
facilitation and accept that process as the quickest
fair method of getting the dispute behind them.
But there are parties who seem wedded to their
legal positions, seemingly unable or unwilling to
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move away from them, even temporarily. Admitting genuine
interests feels too risky.
A mediator may continue in the facilitative style if asked to
help sort out the merits of a party’s legal argument, even going
so far as to offer a suggestion if the parties or their attorneys
seek the same. Offering a suggestion is giving the parties an
option they might not have come up with on their own. It may
be helpful when parties have run out of ideas or arrived at an
impasse.
Expressing an opinion is different. Should a mediator express
an opinion that offers judgment of an issue? What if the mediator is asked outright for an opinion on the merits of the case?
Mediators giving opinions is generally thought to violate the
parties’ right to self-determination (see also footnote 4).2
A skilled mediator can (and should) utilize more than one
style of mediation, sometimes depending upon the goal sought
when the mediator was engaged, the stage of the mediation, or
in response to firmly entrenched parties dug in to their legal positions. Parties and their attorneys will have discussed their goals
and expectations for the mediation in advance of the mediation
session. And this discussion will include an explanation of a
mediator’s methodologies so that multiple styles are expected,
and the mediator will utilize them where they can be most effective in finding any common ground between the parties.
My own belief is that when a facilitative approach in the
early stages has garnered desirable results, it is better to stay
facilitative until either or both parties request(s) for you to be
evaluative. (In caucus with one side it is easier to use evaluative
techniques in a more fully candid way, as caucuses are private
unless a party requests otherwise).3 An evaluative approach
before a party has asked for it may raise questions about mediator loyalties or even his/her impartiality. Waiting to be asked
for your opinion or recommendation is also perhaps the best
way not to run afoul of party self-determination.4 And consider
carefully whether it is a suggestion or an opinion that is being
sought.
Mediators are frequently asked, “What do you think a
judge would do?” This, of course, is usually a complex question
with legal merits comprising only one component. It seeks
an opinion. Your experience may allow you to respond with
a reasonable range of probabilities. This assessment capability
borne of litigation experience may, in fact, be part of the value
you bring to the dispute as a mediator. Evaluative mediation is
most often used in court-mandated mediation, and evaluative
mediators are often attorneys who have legal expertise in the
area of the dispute. Keep in mind, however, that when you use
an evaluative style there are other ethical mandates besides party
self-determination of which to be mindful. For example, perhaps
you are experienced in landlord/tenant cases. It may be tempting to respond to a pro se tenant who has been properly served,
who asks you what will likely happen in court if he cannot pay
his back rent. While you may be fairly confident with that answer, you risk giving legal advice (acting as a lawyer) to a party
in a case where you are acting as mediator. Mixing roles (lawyer
and mediator) is not permitted.5 Mediators are wise to always
be careful with any response to this question though it is likely
they will almost always be asked.
An important question in the evaluative realm that generates
strong opinions on both sides is whether mediators should ever

generate their own proposals.6 It seems like this answer is a clear
no. But consider the situation where negotiations are exhausted
but the parties aren’t too far apart in their demands. Private
caucuses have put the mediator in a position to have an idea of
what both parties may accept. In this instance, a mediator may
suggest a number that is not related to his/her personal opinion
of where s/he thinks it should settle; rather, it is based upon a
number somewhere between the two positions he s/he may have
learned in caucuses, close to what both parties might accept. It’s
generally a last resort. And because it comes from the mediator
it has the added benefit of avoiding “reactive devaluation” –
or the tendency to reject any proposal from an opponent.7
Skilled mediators have more tools and techniques to help
resolve disputes than simply employing facilitative and evaluative styles. But these two styles often encompass the majority
of a mediator’s operating mode. And so that is usually the expectation when we begin. No matter what the dispute is about,
we embark upon a process that must start with and prioritize
rapport building. As rapport is built, trust may follow. And a
mediator must continue to earn trust thereafter using facilitative
and evaluative skills conscientiously. That style may not guarantee an agreement, but it’s the best route to the promise of one.
ENDNOTES

pon.harvard.edu/ blog (2010).
2 J. Anderson Little, Making Money Talk; How to Mediate Insured Claims
and Other Monetary Disputes, 228 (2007).
3 Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators, Standard V. Confidentiality B:
A mediator who meets with any person in private session during a mediation
shall not convey directly or indirectly to any other person, any information
that was obtained during that private session without the consent of the
disclosing person. (2005).
4 Model Standards, supra adopted by the American Bar Association
(9/8/2005) as well as the American Arbitration Association (8/9/2005)
and the Association for Conflict Resolution (8/22/2005). Standard I SelfDetermination A…. Self-determination is the act of coming to a voluntary,
uncoerced decision in which each party makes free and informed choices as
to process and outcome…
5 Model Standards, supra VI Quality of the Process A. 5. The role of
mediator differs substantially from other professional roles. Mixing the role
of mediator and the role of another profession is problematic and thus, a
mediator should distinguish between the roles…
6 Mediator’s Proposals: God’s Gift to Mediation, or a Betrayal? By Martin
Quinn, Esq. originally published by LAW.COM.
7 Id. ◊
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A Summary of the Rhode Island Supreme Court’s
Opinion Regarding Real Estate Transactions and
the Unauthorized Practice of Law
On May 29, 2020, the Rhode Island Supreme
Court released its opinion “as to what functions
involved in a real estate closing may be performed
by non-attorneys and which, if any, required
efforts of an attorney licensed to practice law in
[Rhode Island].”1 The high court was called upon
to deliver such opinion after the Rhode Island
Supreme Court Unauthorized Practice of Law
Committee issued a report recommending the
Court find that “(1) conducting a residential real
estate closing; (2) examining a title for marketErica L. Larence, Esq.
ability; (3) drafting a deed; (4) drafting a residency
First National Title & Escrow
affidavit; and (5) drafting a durable power of
attorney” constitute the practice of law and be
performed only by lawyers.2 The Court declined
to adopt these recommendations.3
While the Supreme Court acknowledged
that
“parties to a real estate transaction
In its analysis, the Court
are best served if they are represented by
recognized the importance licensed attorneys” and “allowing such
of title examinations to the transactions to be conducted by nonprotection of buyers in real attorneys exposes [the parties] to the possibility of harm,” the Court ultimately opined
estate conveyances and
that non-attorneys who perform services
stated “attorneys are in the associated with real estate transactions are
best position to determine not engaging in the unauthorized practice
of law.4 This article is meant to summarize
marketability of title.”
the Court’s opinion and to provide guidance
regarding what is and what isn’t considered the
“practice of law” in real estate transactions in
light of the Court’s opinion.
There are five major activities involved in real
estate transactions that the Court discussed in its
opinion: (1) conducting residential real estate
closings; (2) examining a title for marketability;
(3) drafting a deed; (4) drafting a residency affidavit; and (5) drafting a durable power of attorney.
With regards to conducting a real estate closing,
drafting a residency affidavit, and drafting a
limited durable power of attorney, the Court
concluded that title insurance companies do not
engage in the unauthorized practice of law by
engaging in such business.5 The Court did find,
however, that such companies may only conduct
title examinations “if a licensed attorney engaged
or employed by the title insurance company conducts the examination.”6 It also found that drafting a deed constitutes the practice of law and “an

attorney is required to either draft the deed
or review it after it has been prepared.”7

Real Estate Closings
Real estate closings can be conducted by nonattorneys in conjunction with the issuance of a
title insurance policy.8
The Supreme Court recognized that it is
commonplace in Rhode Island’s title insurance
industry for non-attorneys to conduct real estate
closings and has been for a very long time.9 While
many states have become “attorney-only” states,
the Rhode Island Supreme Court decided not to
follow suit, stating that “[r]equiring each party to
be represented by an attorney would increase the
transactional costs associated with purchasing
a home” and arguing that increased competition
would decrease the cost for consumers.10 The
Court also acknowledged that they were not
aware “of any widespread harm to the public”
caused by allowing title insurance companies
to conduct closings and that the Unauthorized
Practice of Law Committee had not put forth
any evidence of “real harm to the public.”11 Citing
these policy considerations, the Supreme Court
decided to continue to allow “title insurance
companies and their agents to conduct closings in
conjunction with the issuance of a title insurance
policy” “so long as the closing agent limits his
or her activities to functions such as identifying
a document, directing a party where to sign, and
delivering copies of the signed documents after
execution.”12
Despite this finding, the Court did clarify that
the closing agent must not impart legal advice to
any clients, and set forth new rules that would ensure transparency.13 Prior to closing, non-attorneys
must now “communicate to the buyer and seller
that: (1) the closing agent is not an attorney; (2) he
or she does not represent the buyer or the seller;
(3) he or she cannot and will not give legal advice;
and (4) if the buyer or seller has a legal question,
the buyer or seller should suspend the closing and
seek counsel from an attorney.”14 A written notice
of said declarations must also be presented to
the buyer and the seller at closing, signed by the
parties and the closing agent, acknowledged by
the parties that the closing agent has given these
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warnings and that the parties understand them, and acknowledged by the closing agent that he or she has explained this
notice to the parties.15 Copies must be provided to the parties.16

Title Examinations
Title insurance companies may conduct title examinations in
purchase transactions “only if an attorney engaged or employed
by the title insurance company conducts the title examination.”17
In its analysis, the Court recognized the importance of title
examinations to the protection of buyers in real estate conveyances and stated “attorneys are in the best position to determine
marketability of title.”18 The Court held, “Property law is complex and, in our opinion, the soundness of title should be subject to an attorney’s opinion for the protection of the public.”19

Evan Patrick Shanley
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Title examinations, therefore, must be conducted by a licensed
attorney.20

Drafting a Deed
A licensed attorney must either draft the deed or review
a deed that has been drafted by a non-attorney.21
The Court acknowledged that “[t]he deed is the most im
portant document at a real estate closing,” and that it both
“memorializes the transfer of legal title” and “defines the
tenancy and property interest which are being conveyed.”22
The Court further stated that allowing a non-attorney who may
“not be familiar with the legal effect of the tenancy listed on
a deed, the restrictions or encumbrances affecting the conveyed
property, or the peculiarities of a particular description of the
property” posed an immense potential for error that could cause
serious and lasting impacts on the property rights of buyers.23
“[D]rafting a deed requires specific legal knowledge and must
be done by a licensed attorney or be carefully reviewed by a
licensed attorney.”24

Drafting a Residency Affidavit
Title insurance companies may draft a residency affidavit.25
In making its decision, the Supreme Court stated that, “For
the majority of sellers, drafting the residency affidavit will be
easily accomplished and will not require the engagement of an
attorney.”26 The Court further recognized, however, that state
residency may be complex and that “if the seller has a question
over his or her residency, the seller must consult an attorney,”
and that a title insurance company may not provide advice or
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answer a seller’s question concerning his or her residency.”27
Therefore, so long as legal advice is not given, title insurance
companies may draft residency affidavits.28

Drafting a Durable Power of Attorney
Title insurance companies may draft a durable power of
attorney for the limited purpose of a real estate closing.29
While the Court held that drafting a durable power of attorney may be done by a title insurance company, it did recognize
that the buyer or seller, in granting another person a durable
power of attorney, exposes himself or herself to significant
risks.30 To address these concerns, the Court clarified that a title
insurance company would be engaging in the unauthorized
practice of law if the durable power of attorney was not limited
to the closing.31

Conclusion
The activities involved in a residential real estate transaction
in Rhode Island have been conducted by non-attorneys for quite
some time. While this decision by the Rhode Island Supreme
Court does not change much, it does provide us with some new
guidance as to what non-attorneys are permitted to do and what
constitutes the unauthorized practice of law.
ENDNOTES
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Ada Sawyer
Centennial Celebration
Postponed
Due to the ongoing pandemic and
limit on gatherings, we must post
pone our Ada Sawyer Centennial
Celebration originally scheduled
for October 15, 2020 at Rhodeson-the-Pawtuxet. The event has
been rescheduled for October 14,
2021 at Rhodes-on-the-Pawtuxet.
The event, organized by the Bar Association’s Ada Sawyer
Centennial Planning Committee and supported by the RI
Women’s Bar Association and the Roger Williams Univer
sity School of Law, will feature a plated dinner and cash
Bar with several exciting speakers. More information will
be disseminated in early 2021.

Business Valuations for
Business
Valuations
Estate and
Gift Planningfor
Business
Valuations
Estate and
Gift Planningfor

Federal Estate Tax Reporting
EstateEstate
and Gift
Federal
TaxPlanning
Reporting
Marital Dissolution
Federal
Estate
Tax
Reporting
Marital Dissolution
Shareholder
Disputes
Marital Dissolution
Shareholder
Disputes
Shareholder Disputes
John E. Barrett, Jr., cpa, abv, cba, cva
John E.
Jr., cpa,
abv,
cba, cva
989Barrett,
Reservoir Avenue,
Cranston,
RI 02910
John E.
Barrett,
Jr.,
cpa,
abv,
cba, cva
Tel:Avenue,
(401) 942-3900
989 Reservoir
Cranston, RI 02910
Email:Tel:
jbarrettval@hotmail.com
(401) 942-3900
989 Reservoir
Avenue,
Cranston, RI 02910
Email:
jbarrettval@hotmail.com
Tel:
(401)
942-3900
Visit our website resource page at
Email:
www.barrettvaluation.com
Visit
ourjbarrettval@hotmail.com
website resource page at
Visitwww.barrettvaluation.com
our website resource page at
www.barrettvaluation.com
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Rhode Island Bar Foundation
Founded in 1958, the Rhode Island Bar Foundation is the non-profit
philanthropic arm of the state’s legal profession. Its mission is to
foster and maintain the honor and integrity of the legal profession
and to study, improve and facilitate the administration of justice.
The Foundation receives support from members of the Bar, other
foundations, and from honorary and memorial contributions.
Today, more than ever, the Foundation faces great challenges in
funding its good works, particularly those that help low-income and
disadvantaged people achieve justice. Given this, the Foundation
needs your support and invites you to complete and mail this form,
with your contribution to the Rhode Island Bar Foundation.

Help Our Bar Foundation Help Others
RHODE ISLAND BAR FOUNDATION GIFT
PLEASE PRINT

My enclosed gift in the amount of $
Please accept this gift in my name
or

Civil Mediation Services in RI and New England

In Memory of
or

Christine Marinello & Kristen Sloan Maccini
Attorney Mediators

In Honor of
Your Name(s)

www.keymediationllc.com

Address
City/ State / Zip
Phone ( in case of questions)
Email:
Please mail this form and your contribution to:
Rhode Island Bar Foundation
41 Sharpe Drive
Cranston, RI 02920
Questions? Please contact Virginia Caldwell at 421-6541
or gcaldwell@ribar.com
650 Ten Rod Road, North Kingstown, RI 02852 Tel. 401-379-2KEY (2539)
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Lunch with Legends:
Trailblazers, Trendsetters and
Treasures of the Rhode Island Bar
Stephen Adams, Esq.
Barton Gilman LLP, Providence

Marilyn McConaghy was born and raised in
Pawtucket and currently lives less than a mile from her
childhood home, which gives her major Rhode Island points.
Attorney McConaghy graduated from Tolman High School in
1971 and subsequently graduated from the University of Rhode
Island with a double major in speech pathology
and education. She graduated from Boston
College Law School in 1978. After a clerkship
in the Federal Court for Judge Boyle, Attorney
McConaghy joined Tillinghast, Collins and
Graham, where she became a partner and
worked for a total of over eighteen years before
becoming the director of the Department of
Business Regulations and subsequently head of
legal services for the Department of Revenue.
Although Attorney McConaghy believes she has
“flown under the radar,” she attributes her lasting
success to being a “plugger” and having a good
sense of balance between work and home.

Jenna R. Trott, Esq.
Barton Gilman LLP, Providence

What was your most inventive legal argument?
Yes, I would have to say it was the evolution of the Fiscal
Stability Act. We had to make that argument on two fronts.
We had to go into Superior Court before Judge Silverstein when
Central Falls’ petition was pending and argue that it shouldn’t
be there. Then, we had to make the legal argument before the legislature that the Act was
the most appropriate mechanism to assure that
municipalities continue to be fiscally solvent
and had a resource to go to, in the event that
they were experiencing fiscal difficulties.

Mentors?
Louise Durfee. She was a partner at Tillinghast
when I first went there, and she and I developed
a very great friendship over the years, and I still
talk to her. You could go to her with anything,
and she was just very, very down to earth,
practical, and smart. She was admitted to the
bar long before being admitted to the bar was
Marilyn McConaghy, Esq.
something women aspired to, so I would say,
Excerpts from our conversation with this
she was my biggest mentor. Connie Howes is
trailblazing attorney follow:
my best friend. She was at Tillinghast the same time I was, for
a number of years, before she went over to Women and Infants,
What made you decide to become a lawyer?
and I found that having somebody just to talk through things
When I was a senior at URI, I was student teaching, and I soon
with was also very valuable. I forgot about Barry Hittner. It’s
realized, unless you had a halo and wings, teaching was not the
been a long time since I worked for him, but he was great to
profession for you. One of my friends had an LSAT book, and
work for in terms of regulatory and administrative law. Judge
I said, what is an LSAT? But I took the test, did fairly well
Boyle, of course, was just a wonder. He was great, a great menI guess, and ended up at BC. So, it’s just this thread of – I feel
tor, too, so I have to add those two to the mix.
like I am on this little river and on an inner tube, and I’m
following along, and that is where I ended up.
Please describe a really memorable experience that you had
as a lawyer.
When I was at the Department of Business Regulation, we
had a series of institutions that either failed or withdrew from
the state or had to be put in administrative supervision, so the
first one was Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, then Tuft’s Health
Plan, and then Pawtucket Mutual Insurance Company. Twin
River went into bankruptcy, and Central Falls went under state
control under the Fiscal Stability Act. So this was an unrealistic
series of events that were closely related, but they all had to do
with a failure of some type in an administrative or regulatory
context. A lot of them were just cutting edge in terms of what
legally should happen to these entities.

What advice would you give to somebody who is just getting
out of law school?
To be patient. Being good at this profession is one of those
things that’s going to take time. It’s like building a house, you
have to dig out that cellar, put in the foundation and then build
it, floor by floor.
Would you do this all over again?
Oh, absolutely. I just think the variety that I’ve been able to
experience in my career has just been amazing. Going from
a clerkship to private practice to regulatory work in multiple
agencies, with the variety of work and challenge that it has
allowed me to have is just amazing.
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HONOR ROLL

Volunteers Serving Rhode Islanders’ Legal Needs
The Rhode Island Bar Association applauds the following attorneys for their outstanding pro bono service through the
Bar’s Volunteer Lawyer Program, Elderly Pro Bono Program, and the Foreclosure Prevention Project during June 2020
and July 2020.
JUNE 2020

JULY 2020

Volunteer Lawyer Program

Volunteer Lawyer Program

William J. Balkun, Esq., Law Office of William J. Balkun
Christopher M. Bijesse, Esq., Providence
Susan E. Brassard, Esq., The Law Offices of Howe & Garside, Ltd.
Michael A. Castner, Esq., Jamestown
James P. Creighton, Esq., Johnston
Gregory S. Dias, Esq., East Providence
David L. Graham, Esq., Lincoln
Robert E. Johnson, Esq., Hampton
Doris A. Lavallee, Esq., Lavallee Law Associates
Eileen C. O’Shaughnessy, Esq., Warwick
Arthur D. Parise, Esq., Warwick
Janne Reisch, Esq., Janne Reisch, Attorney at Law
Timothy J. Robenhymer, Esq., Warwick
John S. Simonian, Esq., Pawtucket
Andrew F. Staub, Esq., Barrington

Rui P. Alves, Esq., Barton Gilman LLP
Robert J. Ameen, Esq., Law Offices of Robert J. Ameen, Esq.
Neville J. Bedford, Esq., Providence
Michael A. Castner, Esq., Jamestown
Ronald C. Desnoyers, Esq., Law Office of Ronald C. Desnoyers, Inc.
Edward J. Gomes, Esq., Law Office of Edward J. Gomes
David L. Graham, Esq., Lincoln
Doris A. Lavallee, Esq., Lavallee Law Associates
Adam G. Northup, Esq., Law Office of Adam G. Northup
Eileen C. O’Shaughnessy, Esq., Warwick
Arthur D. Parise, Esq., Warwick
Matthew R. Reilly, Esq., Cranston

Elderly Pro Bono Program
Robert J. Ameen, Esq., Law Offices of Robert J. Ameen, Esq.
James J. Bagley, Esq., Audette, Cordeiro & Violette, P.C.
Michael K. Glucksman, Esq., Law Office of Michael Glucksman
Kenneth J. Macksoud, Esq., Providence
Thomas B. Orr, Esq., Law Office of Thomas B. Orr
Elizabeth Ortiz, Esq., Law Office of Elizabeth Ortiz
Thomas P. Quinn, Esq., McLaughlinQuinn LLC
Peter J. Rotelli, Esq., East Providence
Susan D. Vani, Esq., Providence
Ann Brady Walsh, Esq., Walpole

Elderly Pro Bono Program
Robert A. Arabian, Esq., Arabian Law Offices
William J. Balkun, Esq., Law Office of William J. Balkun
James P. Creighton, Esq., Johnston
Joanne C. D’Ambra, Esq., Cranston
Thomas M. Dickinson, Esq., Law Offices of Thomas M. Dickinson
Christopher E. Friel, Esq., Law Office of Christopher E. Friel, LLC
Lisette M. Gomes, Esq., Pawtucket
Robert Kando, Esq., Pawtucket
Frank J. Manni, Esq., Johnston
Adam G. Northup, Esq., Law Office of Adam G. Northup
The Bar also thanks the following volunteers for taking cases for the
Foreclosure Prevention Project during June and July.

Foreclosure Prevention Project
Peter J. Rotelli Esq., East Providence

For information and to join a Bar pro bono program, please contact the Bar’s Public Services Director Susan Fontaine at: sfontaine@ribar.com or
401-421-7758. For your convenience, Public Services program applications may be accessed on the Bar’s website at ribar.com and completed online.

Rhode Island
Probate Court
Listing and Judicial
Communications
Survey on Bar’s
Website

The Rhode Island Bar Association regularly updates the Rhode Island Probate Court Listing to
ensure posted information is correct. The Probate Court Listing is available on the Bar’s website at
ribar.com by clicking on FOR ATTORNEYS on the home page menu and then clicking on PROBATE

COURT INFORMATION on the dropdown menu. The Listing is provided in a downloadable pdf format.
Bar members may also increase the type size of the words on the Listing by using the percentage
feature at the top of the page. The Bar Association also posts a chart summarizing the preferences
of Superior Court justices relating to direct communications from attorneys, and between attorneys
and the justices’ clerks which is updated yearly. The chart is available by clicking MEMBERS ONLY on

the home page menu and then clicking JUDICIAL COMMUNICATIONS.
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A Guide to Cyber Insurance:
Fulfilling Your Ethical Responsibility to Protect
Confidential Client Data
The Insurance Programs Committee requested
that Aon provide a program for Rhode Island Bar
members to address their cyber insurance needs.
Cyber threats continue to be a growing concern,
particularly in light of all of the remote working
conditions that practitioners are encountering and
the ever-present duties owed by attorneys to their
clients to maintain confidentiality and required
compliance with RI statutes concerning identity
theft, not to mention their own financial risks.
Cyber insurance is not something you want to
Presented by
shop for by price. This is a classic case of “you get
Holly R. Rao, Esq.
what you pay for.” You don’t want a policy that
RI Bar Insurance Programs
is short on coverage and long on exclusions after
Committee Chairperson
something like a ransomware attack. Shop for the
most comprehensive protection. This is a very important aspect of insurance coverage that differs
In conjunction with
from the typical coverages included in profesDavid Lee
sional liability policies.
Director
With so much variation existing among the
Aon Attorneys Advantage
cyber policies on the market, finding the appropriate coverage can appear daunting. In this article,
the primary coverages that exist today are
A 2017 ransomware attack explained so you can make an informed
decision. Coverages marked with an ‘★’
against a Rhode Island
are new to the industry.

law firm shut it down for
three months, resulting in
$700,000 of lost billings.
When the firm submitted
the claim to their business
owner’s carrier, the loss
was denied.

★ Cyber Threat Monitoring

This new cyber coverage has only
recently become available to law firms.
Policies with this feature act like personal
identity theft protection by providing constant threat monitoring that detects cyber
intrusions. If your login credentials or data
show up on the dark web, you’ll know instantly via an alert on your mobile phone.
The platform covers your entire office
system, providing continuous scanning for
vulnerabilities, out-of-date software, and protection against 99% of known ransomware. If your
cyber insurance includes Cyber Threat Monitoring
it’s a clear sign that you’ve got the most cuttingedge coverage available today.
• Don’t believe your firm’s data may
be floating around the dark web? Read Aon’s
The Dark Web Secrets of Law Firms.

Cyber Liability
Should a data breach result in a lawsuit against
your firm by clients, vendors, or other affected
third parties, cyber liability pays any resulting
court settlements and judgments along with the
associated legal expenses.
This is a standard coverage found on all cyber
policies. The most important detail here is the coverage limits. What are they offering? $1 million, $5
million, $15 million? The limits you select depend
on how many potential clients could have their
data stolen. Larger firms will want higher limits.

Data Privacy Expenses
As mentioned above, state cybersecurity laws
require businesses affected by a data breach to
incur certain expenses. This is the coverage that
will pay for them. Pay careful attention to the
limits for this coverage. If your cyber coverage is
an endorsement, rather than a standalone policy,
the limits may be inadequate.
Data privacy expenses include:
•N
 otification Costs: State cybersecurity laws
will require you to notify your clients of the
breach either by phone, email, or regular
mail. How much time you have to alert them
varies by state.
• Credit Monitoring: Most state cybersecurity
laws will also require you to provide your
clients with free credit monitoring. Whether
the monitoring lasts 1 or 2 years depends on
your state.
•F
 orensics: After a breach, you will need to
hire a forensics team to determine what data
has been compromised, how they got in, and
how to close the breach.
•P
 ublic Relations: If the attack ends up in the
press, this coverage enables you to hire a PR
firm to minimize the damage to your firm’s
reputation.

★ Fund Transfer Fraud

One of the most common attacks run by
cybercriminals is known as social engineering. It
occurs when a hacker breaks into your network,
monitors your correspondence, and impersonates
a high-ranking member of your firm to get the
person with banking privileges to transfer funds
Rhode Island Bar Journal September/October 2020 23

Immigration Lawyer

Joan Mathieu

Call me if your legal advice may
affect your clients’ immigration status.
Protect yourself and your client.

401-421-0911

We practice only US Immigration Law
with 18 years experience in
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IRCA. 1-9, no-match advice for US employers
Foreign Investor, business and family visas
Visas for health care professionals
Visas for artists and entertainers
Minimizing adverse immigration consequences of crimes
Deportation/removal
All areas of immigration law – referrals welcome
Member and past CFL chapter president of the
American Immigration Lawyers Association.
BU Law and MPA Harvard Graduate.
Full resume on my web site www.immigrators.com

Law offices of Joan Mathieu
248 Waterman Street, Providence, RI 02906

to their account.
Crime insurance typically includes coverage for Fund Transfer Fraud, but recent court cases have denied coverage on these
policies if the transfer was the result of a social engineering
scam.1 Some cyber policies may only cover the breach expenses
associated with the fraud, but not the actual funds lost.
Fund Transfer Fraud is becoming commonplace. Lawyers
dealing with real estate transactions are particularly vulnerable.
Typically, the fraud scheme impersonates a trusted business partner providing new wiring instructions for the real estate closing.
Once the money is wired, it is nearly impossible to recover.

Breach Response Team
With cybersecurity laws varying by state, having an expert
breach response team managing your claim is critical. They will
guide you through the process, letting you know what you need
to do—and how much time you have to do it—to remain in
compliance.
Failure to respond within your state’s mandated time frames
can result in costly regulatory fines and penalties. Does the
policy even include a breach response team? It may not. The
claim may be handled by in-house insurance adjusters with
no specialized expertise.

Extortion Expenses
Last year, 18% of cyberattacks on U.S. businesses involved
ransomware. You unknowingly click on something you shouldn’t,
and your system is infected with malware that encrypts your
data, blocking access until a ransom is paid in bitcoins. The
average ransom paid in 2019: $84,116.2
Not all policies include Extortion Expenses. With these
attacks on the rise during the coronavirus pandemic, and not
all firms backing up their data on a separate drive daily, this
is an important coverage to secure.

Business Interruption and Extra Expenses
AMONG THE TOP 5% OF RHODE ISLAND ATTORNEYS

Since 1999

PERSONAL INJURY
Helping the injured.

MEDICAL
MALPRACTICE

Serving clients and their families.

SOCIAL SECURITY
DISABILITY

Obtaining personal, economic
and social justice.

Joseph P. Marasco
Donna M. Nesselbush
Anthony S. Buglio
Christopher L. Crowley
Nicklyn Gaines Dolphin
Jane R. Duket
Mark H. Grimm
Ryan P. Kelley
Timothy P. Lynch
Thomas L. Moran
Noah M. Zimmerman
Of Council:
Bartley McNally
Philip M. Weinstein

RHODE ISLAND | PROVIDENCE | WAKEFIELD | WARWICK | WOONSOCKET
MASSACHUSETTS | QUINCY CONNECTICUT | NEW LONDON

Call 401.274.7400 or visit M-N-Law.com
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If your ability to conduct business comes to a grinding halt
due to a cyberattack, Business Interruption pays your lost
income until your firm is back up and running. Extra Expenses
include any costs you incur to stay open, such as the purchase
of new computers.
A 2017 ransomware attack against a Rhode Island law firm
shut it down for three months, resulting in $700,000 of lost
billings.3 When the firm submitted the claim to their business
owner’s carrier, the loss was denied. Most BOP policies exclude
business interruption coverage unless the firm is closed due to
physical damage such as a fire. If the firm had cyber insurance,
this would not have been an issue.

Regulatory Fines & Penalties
After a breach, should you fail to comply with state cybersecurity laws, the resulting fines and penalties can be substantial. States like Illinois may impose fines up to $50,000, while
states like California can go up to $250,000, and Florida up to
$500,000.
With the help of a good breach response team, this should
never happen. If the policy does not include such a team and
doesn’t include Regulatory Fines & Penalties coverage with
limits that match your state’s maximum penalty, your firm
will be taking on a substantial risk.

Additional cyber coverages to look for:

★	Worldwide coverage: With so many attorneys working from
home, the last thing you want is a policy that only provides
coverage at your office ‘named location.’

★	Computer Replacement: Pays the cost to replace your computer systems that are destroyed.

★	Bodily Injury & Property Damage: Pays for defense and

damages when a security failure results in physical harm.
 echnology Errors & Omissions: Liability protection when
T
your technology is the cause of a client or vendor’s loss.
Digital Asset Restoration: Replaces, restores, or recreates
damaged or lost digital assets.
Internet of Things: Coverage for all of your IoT devices,
such as desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones.
Social Media: Coverage for your social media accounts
is included.

Preparation is Everything
Even law firms that specialize in cybersecurity practice can
use help when finding the appropriate cyber insurance. It is
inherently difficult for firms of any size to achieve this objective
on their own.
Uncertain where to start? Contact the Rhode Island Bar’s
endorsed insurance provider, Aon, who arranges for a free cyber
risk assessment that provides a vulnerability scan of a firm’s web
presence.
To learn more, please visit aoncyberAA.com.
Aon CyberBusinessPro is a service mark of Aon Corporation. Coalition,
Inc. is the exclusive administrator.

Do You Have an Idea
for an Article, or a
Point /Counterpoint Article?
You have a lot to share, and your colleagues appreciate learning from you. We are always in need of scholarly discourses
and articles, and we also encourage point-counterpoint pieces.
Or, if you have recently given, or you are planning on developing a Continuing Legal Education seminar, please consider
sharing your information through a related article in the Rhode
Island Bar Journal. While you reached a classroom of attorneys
with your CLE seminar, there is also a larger audience among
the over 6,500 lawyers, judges and other Journal subscribers,
many of whom are equally interested in what you have to
share. For more information on our article selection criteria,
please visit the Bar’s website, under News and Bar Journal,
and click Bar Journal Homepage. The Editorial Statement
and Selection Criteria is also on page 4 of every issue. Please
contact Director of Communications Kathleen Bridge at 401421-5740 or kbridge@ribar.com if you have any questions.

SM

This document provides summary information only. Insurance coverage
is subject to specific terms, limitations and exclusions, and may not be
available in all states.
Aon Affinity is a licensed insurance producer in all states (TX 13695), (AR
100106022); operating in CA & MN, AIS Affinity Insurance Agency, Inc.
(CA 0795465); in OK, AIS Affinity Insurance Services Inc.; in CA, Aon
Affinity Insurance Services, Inc. (CA 0G94493), Aon Direct Insurance
Administrators and Berkely Insurance Agency; and in NY, AIS Affinity
Insurance Agency.
ENDNOTES

“Computer Fraud and Funds Transfer Fraud Coverages Not Triggered
by Social Engineering Phishing Scam,” Hinshaw Law, March 2, 2020.
2 Nathaniel Popper, “Ransomware Attacks Grow, Crippling Cities and
Businesses,” New York Times, February 9, 2020.
3 Debra Cassens Weiss, “Victimized by ransomware, law firm sues insurer
for $700K in lost billings,” ABA Journal, May 2, 2017. ◊
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226 South Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 751-5522

Mediation
FAMILY DISPUTES
DIVORCE AND SEPARATION
DOMESTIC MATTERS
Gain a new perspective on divorce
and family disputes. Mediation is
a cost and time efficient way to
resolve domestic relations matters.
A fulfilling advantage to the personal
resolution of your dispute.

Dadriana A. Lepore, Esq.
LL.M., Alternative Dispute Resolution
Benjamin Cardozo School of Law
DLEPORE@COIALEPORE.COM
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Seeking Law Related Education
Program Attorney Volunteers!
Your Bar Association supports law related education (LRE) for Rhode
Island children and adults through three, longstanding programs:
Lawyers in the Classroom and Rhode Island Law Day for upper and
middle school teachers and students, and the Speakers Bureau for
adult organizations. Responding to LRE requests, Bar volunteers are
contacted – based on their geographic location and noted areas of
legal interest – to determine their interest and availability.
If you are interested in serving as a LRE volunteer, please go to
the Bar’s website at ribar.com, click on FOR ATTORNEYS, click
on LAW RELATED EDUCATION, click on ATTORNEY ONLY LRE
APPLICATION. All Bar members interested in serving as LRE
volunteers, now and in the future, must sign-up this year, as we
are refreshing our database.
Questions? Please contact: Kathleen M. Bridge, Director of
Communications or Erin Cute, Member Services Coordinator at:
(401) 421-5740.

Coia & Lepore, ltd.
Attorneys at Law

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
RI & MA

John F. Cascione, Esquire
226 South Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
401.751.5522
information@coialepore.com

Attorney To Attorney Referrals
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Do you or your family need help with any personal challenges?
We provide free, confidential assistance to Bar members and their families.
Confidential and free help, information, assessment and referral for personal challenges are available now for Rhode Island Bar Association mem-
bers and their families. This no-cost assistance is available through the
Bar’s contract with Coastline Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and
through the members of the Bar Association’s Lawyers Helping Lawyers
(LHL) Committee. To discuss your concerns, or those you may have about
a colleague, you may contact a LHL member, or go directly to professionals at Coastline EAP who provide confidential consultation for a wide range
of personal concerns including but not limited to: balancing work and
family, depression, anxiety, domestic violence, childcare, eldercare, grief,
career satisfaction, alcohol and substance abuse, and problem gambling.
When contacting Coastline EAP, please identify yourself as a Rhode Island
Bar Association member or family member. A Coastline EAP Consultant will
Brian Adae, Esq.

(401) 831-3150

Neville J. Bedford, Esq.

(401) 348-6723

Thomas R. Bender, Esq.

(401) 272-3500 x150

briefly discuss your concerns to determine if your situation needs imme
diate attention. If not, initial appointments are made within 24 to 48 hours
at a location convenient to you. Or, visit our website at coastlineeap.com
(company name login is “RIBAR”). Please contact Coastline EAP by telephone: 401-732-9444 or toll-free: 1-800-445-1195.
Lawyers Helping Lawyers Committee members choose this volunteer assignment because they understand the issues and want to help you find
answers and appropriate courses of action. Committee members listen
to your concerns, share their experiences, offer advice and support, and
keep all information completely confidential.
Please contact us for strictly confidential, free, peer and professional
assistance with any personal challenges.

Jenna Giguere, Esq.

(401) 462-9593

Sara J. Pierson, Esq.

(401) 680-5333

Douglas Paul Johnson, Esq.

(954) 525-2345

Janne Reisch, Esq.

(401) 601-5272

Kenneth Kando, Esq.

(401) 826-2070

Michael J. Riley, Esq.

(401) 300-4000

(401) 274-7200

Stephen P. Levesque, Esq.

(401) 490-4900

Adrienne G. Southgate, Esq.

(401) 301-7823

Kathleen G. Di Muro, Esq.

(401) 944-3110

(401) 351-5070

(401) 327-4456

(401) 647-3177

Nicholas Trott Long, Esq.
(Chairperson)

Elizabeth Stone, Esq.

R. Francis DiPrete, Esq.

(401) 272-5300

(401) 454-5000

(401) 331-6300

Christy B. Durant, Esq.

Joseph R. Miller, Esq.

Dana N. Weiner, Esq.

Henry S. Monti, Esq.

(401) 467-2300

Susan Leach DeBlasio, Esq.

Cassandra L. Feeney, Esq.

(401) 521-6100

Brian D. Fogarty, Esq.

(401) 821-9945

Susan Antonio Pacheco, Esq.

Judith G. Hoffman,
LICSW, CEAP, Coastline EAP

732-9444
or 800-445-1195

(401) 435-9111

Lawyers Helping Lawyers Committee Members Protect Your Privacy

SOLACE, an acronym for Support of

SOLACE
...................................
Helping Bar Members
in Times of Need

Lawyers, All Concern Encouraged,
is a new Rhode Island Bar Association
program allowing Bar members to reach
out, in a meaningful and compassionate way, to their colleagues. SOLACE
communications are through voluntary participation in an emailbased network through which Bar members may ask for help, or
volunteer to assist others, with medical or other matters.
Issues addressed through SOLACE may range from a need for
information about, and assistance with, major medical problems,
to recovery from an office fire and from the need for temporary
professional space, to help for an out-of-state family member.
The program is quite simple, but the effects are significant.
Bar members notify the Bar Association when they need help,
or learn of another Bar member with a need, or if they have
something to share or donate. Requests for, or offers of, help are
screened and then directed through the SOLACE volunteer email

network where members may then
respond. On a related note, members
using SOLACE may request, and be
assured of, anonymity for any requests
for, or offers of, help.
To sign-up for SOLACE, please go
to the Bar’s website at ribar.com, login to the Members Only
section, scroll down the menu, click on the SOLACE Program
Sign-Up, and follow the prompts. Signing up includes your
name and email address on the Bar’s SOLACE network. As our
network grows, there will be increased opportunities to help
and be helped by your colleagues. And, the SOLACE email list
also keeps you informed of what Rhode Island Bar Association members are doing for each other in times of need. These
communications provide a reminder that if you have a need,
help is only an email away. If you need help, or know another
Bar member who does, please contact Executive Director Helen
McDonald at hmcdonald@ribar.com or 401.421.5740.
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RHODE ISLAND BAR ASSOCIATION
2020 LEGISLATIVE REPORT
William A. Farrell, Esq.
Rhode Island Bar Association Legislative Agent
The 2020 session of the Rhode Island General Assembly was
no exception to the long list of cancellations brought on by
the COVID-19 pandemic. In March, the General Assembly
canceled its normal legislative routine and remained virtually
shut down for most of the remaining legislative term. The
General Assembly reconvened on June 17, 2020, only
to recess on June 18, 2020 upon passing the FY2020 Supplemental Budget along with a number of other bills. On July
16, 2020, the General Assembly returned again, with a very
limited agenda which included legislation directly related to
the state’s COVID-19 response and legislation pertinent to
municipality/bond issues as well as a few other legislative
proposals which were well on their way to adoption at the
time of the March shutdown. For all intents and purposes,
the General Assembly is now finished for the year with the
only remaining issue being the FY2021 Budget. It appears
that the new budget will be reviewed and adopted sometime
in late August/early September once Congress passes a federal
relief package to the States, providing the Legislature with
a better understanding as to how much federal aid will be
made available.
Prior to the Assembly’s shut down, the RIBA had approved
a number of legislative proposals for introduction, namely:
1. An Act Relating to Fiduciaries (Directed Trusts)
The proposed act relating to fiduciaries is intended to adopt
a Rhode Island statute that would permit a so-called “directed
trust.” The Executive Committee has approved directed trust
legislation based on a similar Delaware statute for the past
few years. At the end of 2017, the Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws adopted the Uniform Directed Trust Act. It is
along the same lines as the statutes previously introduced
in Rhode Island, but it is more elaborate, and it includes
much in the way of additional details. The Uniform Act has
been adopted in Arkansas, Connecticut, Colorado, Georgia,
Indiana, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Mexico and Utah.
The idea would be to protect corporate fiduciaries which
have custody of trust assets but where the investment decisions are made by another person.
2. An Act Relating to Taxation (Portability)
The proposed act relating to taxation would adopt the concept of “portability” for Rhode Island estate tax purposes.
The Internal Revenue Code adopted the portability concept
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for federal estate tax purposes several years ago. For a
husband and wife, the unused Rhode Island estate tax credit
(currently $1,500,000) of the first spouse to die could be used
by the surviving spouse in the estate of the surviving spouse.
In this manner, a couple could shelter up to $3,000,000 from
Rhode Island estate tax. For married couples, the Rhode
Island estate tax would as a result be more favorable than
all New England states except New Hampshire and Maine.
The Executive Committee has approved similar bills in the
past several years.
3. An Act Relating to Taxation – Exemption
The proposed act relating to taxation would increase the
credit against estate taxes from $64,400 to $99,600, which
would be the equivalent of increasing the estate tax exemption from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 before inflation adjustments. If adopted, the legislation would place Rhode Island
in the same position as Connecticut and Vermont with
respect to exempt estates and less favorable only to New
Hampshire and Maine.
As was the case with so many of the submitted legislative
bills, no action was taken on the RIBA legislative package
of proposals.
Notwithstanding the mid-March legislative recess, over 2,000
legislative bills were introduced and reviewed by the Bar’s
legislative counsel. Over 119 bills were deemed relevant to
the practice of law and were subsequently distributed and
reviewed by the various RIBA committees.
During the recess period, the RIBA was called upon by the
Secretary of State and the Governor’s Office to assist in
the development of an Executive Order involving “virtual”
notarization. Additionally, the RIBA participated in other
Executive Order discussions involving the need for in-person
corporate annual meetings as well as assistance relative to
foreclosure/eviction counseling.
With the closing of non-essential court hearings, the RIBA
was in communication with the Rhode Island Supreme Court
relative to the Supreme Court’s Order to close the Rhode
Island Court system to all non-essential matters.

RHODE ISLAND BAR ASSOCIATION’S

Richard S.

Humphrey
law offices

Online Attorney
Resources (OAR)
Exclusively designed to help Bar members
receive and offer timely and direct assistance
with practice-related questions.

Richard S. Humphrey
Christina Dzierzek
Allyson M. Quay

OAR provides new and more seasoned Bar members

with the names, contact information and Bar

DUI / Refusal
DUI / Serious Bodily Injury

Admiralty
Personal Injury

DUI / Death Resulting
Social Host Liability

Construction
Municipal

admission date of volunteer attorneys who answer
questions concerning particular practice areas based
on their professional knowledge and experience.
Questions handled by OAR volunteers may range
from specific court procedures and expectations
to current and future opportunities within the

401-624-6152 (OFFICE) 401-641-9187 (CELL)
richardhumphreylaw.com
3852 Main Road, Tiverton, RI 02878

Representing Residents
Injured in Nursing Homes

following OAR practice areas:
Administrative Law

Business Law

Civil Law

Creditors and Debtors

Criminal Law

Domestic/Family Law

Federal Court

Probate and Estates

Real Estate

Workers’ Compensation

TO CHOOSE YOUR OAR OPTION:

• Abuse and neglect
• Pressure and
bed sores

• Bar members willing to volunteer
as information resources.

• Resident falls

Go to the Bar’s website at ribar.com, login to the

• Bed rail strangulation
• Dehydration and
malnutrition related
injuries

Anthony Leone

• Bar members with questions about
a particular area of the law.

• Medication errors

Past President of the Rhode Island
Association for Justice

1345 Jefferson Boulevard, Warwick, Rhode Island 02886
Tel (401) 921-6684 info@leonelawllc.com

MEMBERS ONLY, and click on the OAR link.

Help Us Grow Our List Serve!
Free and available for all actively practicing Rhode Island attorney
members, the Bar’s List Serve gives you immediate, 24/7, opendoor access to the knowledge and experience of over 700 Rhode
Island lawyers. If you have a question about matters relating to
your practice of law, you can post the question on the List Serve,
and it will be emailed to all list serve members. Any attorney who
wishes to provide advice or guidance can, and hopefully will, quickly
respond. Help us grow our online community by joining TODAY!
Visit ribar.com and the Members Only section, and click List Serve
for instructions to join.
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CLE Publications Order Form

FIRM or AGENCY

18-16

$

Commercial Law 2019: Update

CL-19

$

D
 ivorce Law for Estate Planners:
Estate Planning for Divorce Lawyers

18-17

$

QDRO Practice in RI from A-Z

09-13

$

The State Law Library

19-06 $35

Let’s Talk Communication!

18-12

$

Closing Your Practice

Business

ZIP

PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS

BAR ID #

VISA

AMEX

Security Code

Card No.

Signature
CLE Publications
Rhode Island Bar Association
41 Sharpe Drive
Cranston, RI 02920

OFFICE USE ONLY

Check No.
Date Rec’d
Amount
Date Sent
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35
40

35

18-07
18-02

$

Billing Clients

13-02

$

Criminal Law Practice in RI

19-09

$

Civil Law Practice in RI Superior Court

18-04

$

Workers’ Comp. Practice in RI

18-01

$

Residential Real Estate Closings in RI

17-02

$

Domestic Relations Practice

16-07

$

Basic Commercial & Real Estate Loan
Documentation

12-02

$

Civil Practice in District Court

12-01

$

Trust Us…Modern Wills/Trusts

19-03

$

The Trust Planning Playbook

18-11

$

Portability

13-05

$

NEW! RI Title Standards Handbook
(updated April, 2020)

TS-19

$

Landlord/Tenant Handbook

16-04

$

RI Real Estate Liens: A Field Guide

14-02

$

Depositions: Learn and Limit

19-07

$

Sexual Harrassment

19-05

$

2019 DUI Law & Hardship Licenses

19-04

$

Cross Examination Techniques

18-19

$

Real Estate

Discover

40

P reventing & Avoiding Wiring Funds
to a Hacker

Probate/Elder Law

Check enclosed (made payable to RIBA/CLE)
Please do not staple checks.

30

$

Practical Skills

CITY & STATE

Mail entire page to:

E xpeditious Removal of Mechanics’ Liens

Law Practice Management

MAILING ADDRESS (Cannot be a P.O. Box)

Exp. Date

Choose
Book # Price Book USB Qty. Total

Family

NAME

MasterCard

Title

Trial Practice

25
50
25
70
60
70
70
70
55
40
30
25
35
45
15

25
30
30
40
30

Changes to CMS Enforcement

18-10

$

Recent Developments in the Law 2019

RD-19

$

40

Immigration 101

18-08

$

55
30

Objections & The Evidence Maze

18-06

$

Auto Accident Reconstruction

13-01

$

Model Civil Jury Instructions

03-02 49.95

RI Law of Workers’ Compensation

WC-12

Publication Shipping and
Total
Handling Cost
$
Up to $45
6
$
$
45.01 - $75
9
$
$
75.01 - $100
12
$
$
100.01+
15

Please allow 2-3 weeks for
delivery. All books are sent
by FedEx Ground.

30
35

$

40

$

Books

$

Shipping/Handling

$

Sub-Total

$

7% R.I. Sales Tax

$

Total

$

RI Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Seminars
Register online at the Bar’s website ribar.com and click on CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION on the left side menu or telephone 401-421-5740.
All dates and times are subject to change.

ALL SEMINARS are only available as a LIVE WEBINAR!
September 9 Sue Unto Others as You Would Have Them
Wednesday
Sue Unto You
1:00 – 2:00 p.m., 1.0 ethics
September 15 Internal Investigations
Tuesday
9:00 – 10:30 a.m., 1.5 credits

October 1
Thursday

October 7
Wednesday

Mindfulness Series

October 8

September 16 Wednesday

12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 ethics

Thursday

September 30 Thursday

12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 ethics

October 14

October 9

Friday

12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 ethics

Wednesday

October 16

Friday

12:4 – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 ethics
October 22

September 17 How to Locate People and Assets for Collections
Thursday
12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 0.5 credits + 0.5 ethics

Thursday

September 18 Starting a Law Firm: Technology
Friday
11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m., 2.0 credits

Wednesday

September 21 How to Run a General Law Practice Today
Monday
4:00 – 6:00 p.m., 2.0 credits

October 29

October 28	

Thursday

Social Security Disability Law
12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit
Missing Links: These Are the Legal Tech Tools
You Should be Using, but Aren’t
4:00 – 6:00 p.m., 2.0 credits
The Age of Geosocial Data
12:45 – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit
Unique Aspects of Military Divorces:
and Ancillary Issues – Part 1
3:00 – 6:00 p.m., 2.5 credits + .5 ethics
Building and Managing Workflows
1:00 – 3:00 p.m., 2.0 credits
Unique Aspects of Military Divorces:
and Ancillary Issues – Part 2
3:00 – 6:00 p.m., 2.5 credits + .5 ethics
Checking Account:
Law Firm Compensation Models
1:00 – 3:00 p.m., 1.5 credits + .5 ethics

Don’t Let the Jokers Drive You Batty: What We Can Learn
from Batman about Maintaining Our Sanity (and Ethics)
in the Practice of Law
September 22 Tuesday

5:30 – 7:30 p.m., 2.0 ethics

September 23 Wednesday

2:00 - 4:00 p.m., 2.0 ethics

September 24 Thursday

9:00 - 11:00 a.m., 2.0 ethics

September 28 Fantasy Supreme Court League:
Monday
The 2020 Season
1:00 – 3:00 p.m., 2.0 credits

Times and dates subject to change.
For updated information go to ribar.com
NOTE: You must register online for live
webinars.
Continuing Legal Education Telephone:
401-421-5740

September 29 The 2020 ETHY Awards
Tuesday
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m., 2.0 ethics

Reminder: Bar members may complete six credits through participation in video replay or on demand CLE seminars. To register for an online seminar,
go to the Bar’s website: ribar.com and click on CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION on the left side menu.
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Casemaker Tip: Jurisdiction and Compilations Menu
Directly to the left of the bar that you can type
your search query in is our Jurisdiction and
Compilations menu. In blue text on the search
bar, you will see what jurisdictions and compi
lations are currently selected.
Clicking on the menu will allow you to select
the jurisdictions you wish to conduct research
in. This can be any number of state, federal, or
trial courts. On the left side of the menu above
the list of states is the Related Federal box.
Checking this box will allow you to receive
results from your selected state or states as
well as any federal material relevant to that
jurisdiction specifically. Similarly, if you are
conducting research in the Circuit Opinions,
you can also use the Related State box to
return results from your selected circuits and
the corresponding state-level results as well.
At the far-right side of the menu, you have the
opportunity to select any or all compilations as
well. Casemaker’s default is All Compilations
but if you are interested in only conducting a
search in the admin code, for example, you can
make that designation here.
At the bottom of this menu, there are other
buttons available. The first is Save To My
Settings. If the settings that you’ve just
selected are your most normally used settings
when conducting research in the Casemaker
system, then it would be beneficial for you to click this button
so that those settings are saved. This way they’re established as
your default and will be chosen automatically for you every time
you login. If you had previously conducted a search outside of your
norm and would like to revert to your default, you can click the
Use My Settings button, which is the next button on the screen.
If you had multiple boxes checked and you decide that you’re
going to completely change what you’re doing, you have the op
portunity to clear all of your checks with just one click as well.
After you’ve made all of your jurisdiction and compilation selec
tions be sure to click the blue save button to save them and
continue with your search.
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A free member service to all Rhode Island Bar Association attor
neys, Casemaker’s 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days
a year, online legal research improves lawyers’ ability to stay
current with the law and provides cost effective client service.
To access Rhode Island Casemaker, connect to the Rhode Island
Bar Association website at ribar.com.

In Memoriam
Thomas W. Barry, Esq.
Thomas W. Barry, 85, of Barrington, died on June 22, 2020. Mr. Barry graduated from Hope High School, Providence, Class of 1954; Bentley College;
Suffolk University, B.S. Business Administration; and Suffolk Law School,
Juris Doctor. He was admitted to the Rhode Island Bar in 1964. His professional accomplishments included lawyer, banker, and senior vice president
at Fidelity Bank and affiliated companies in Philadelphia, PA. Mr. Barry was a
member of the Rhode Island Bar Association, Rhode Island Historical Society,
Hereshoff Museum, Newport Art Museum and the Turks Head Club. Thomas
retired in 1992. In his retirement, he served on the State of Rhode Island
Boards and Commissions, the State Properties Committee and Refunding
Board Authority. He leaves behind his wife, Patricia Davidson Barry, daughter,
Holly Barry of Barrington, son, Thomas W. Barry III and his wife Maria of
Barrington, grandchildren, and seven siblings.
David J. Correira, Esq.
David J. Correira, 62, died on Tuesday, June 30, 2020. David was born on
June 17, 1958 on the U.S. Navy Station in Argentia, Newfoundland, Canada,
to Ronald Correira and Rose C. (Kelly) Correira. During his youth, he lived in
Louisiana, Germany, Texas, Oklahoma, Fall River, and Canada. David’s family
moved to Somerset, MA at the start of his freshman year, and he graduated
from Somerset High School in 1976. He received his BA from Bridgewater
State University in 1980, a Master of Public Administration from the University of Rhode Island in 1984, his JD from New England Law | Boston in
1989, and a Master of Laws from Lazarski University Law School in 2018.
He taught at law schools in Boston and Europe (Lithuania, Latvia, Croatia,
Hungary, and Russia). David had plans to teach in Shanghai, China, and was
in the process of receiving his third master’s degree from the University of
London School of Law. David practiced law for 31 years, 11 of which were
with his son Eric, specializing in trusts and estates. He was a member of
the Massachusetts and Rhode Island Bars, and former partner at Holland
& Knight LLP. David was active in his community, serving on the Town of
Somerset’s School Committee and as Town Moderator. He also volunteered
as a Scout leader and was a lector, CCD teacher, and eucharistic minister
at St. Louis de France in Swansea, MA. David is survived by his wife, Ann
M. (Parent) Correira of Somerset, MA; son, Eric D. Correira and wife Allison
E. Seitchik of Mansfield, MA; son, Jonathan D. Correira and wife Kristen
Everman Correira of Brooklyn, NY; brother, Steven P. Correira of Somerset,
MA; and grandsons.
Robert F. Di Pippo, Esq.
Robert F. Di Pippo, 86, died Sunday, June 14, 2020. Mr. Di Pippo was the former husband of Joyce (Lang) Di Pippo. Born in Providence, he was the son
of Silvio and Evelyn (Ferrari) Di Pippo. He attended Providence Public
Schools, La Salle Academy, College of the Holy Cross, Georgetown Law
School, and New England Law School. Mr. Di Pippo was admitted to practice
law in Massachusetts in 1963, and in Rhode Island in 1964. He was also
admitted to practice before the United States District Court in Providence
and the United States Bankruptcy Court. During his early years of practicing
law, he also managed the Di Pippo Music School and curated annual recitals
in the RISD auditorium. He served in the National Guard for eight years as a
combat engineer. In 1960, Mr. Di Pippo headed, “R.I. Youth for Pell.” He was
very active in the Goldwater for President Campaign. In 1965, he became
one of the founders of The Conservative Committee of Rhode Island, along
with Charles Eden, and was one of the editors and contributors to its news-

letter. In 1979, Mr. Di Pippo was cited by the Young Americans for Freedom
for his efforts in promoting conservative causes. In that same year, Mr.
DiPippo was appointed assistant deputy reading clerk by the Speaker of the
Rhode Island House of Representatives, where he served for several years.
In 1981, he founded the Southern New England School of Law, together
with Dean Alfred Avins and Attorney Neil McIver, serving as Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, and a term as President. He also served as President of
the Federal Hill Lions Club for several years and was counsel for the Federal
Hill Businessmen’s Association. He leaves a son, Alexander Ferrari Di Pippo
and his wife Traude (Kastner) Di Pippo, and a daughter, Trudy Di Pippo Davis
and her husband, Steven Davis, and his grandson, Jack Davis. He was the
brother of Albert, Angelo, Silvio, Edmund and Thomas Di Pippo.
Robert K. Harrington, Esq.
Robert Kane Harrington, age 64, of Portsmouth, died on June 30, 2020.
Robert was born in Fall River, MA to John and Mary (Kane) Harrington.
Robert practiced law in Rhode Island and Massachusetts alongside his
father, Attorney John Harrington, in their own private practice after receiving
his Juris Doctorate Degree from New England School of Law. Robert is
survived by his wife, Jacqueline (Nadeau) Harrington, his children, Robert
John and Christiane Hélène, and his siblings Mary Angela von der Lippe,
John Harrington Jr. and James Harrington. He was preceded in death by
his parents, John and Mary Harrington and his brother, William Harrington.
Kenneth Neal, Esq.
Kenneth Neal, 77, died July 4, 2020. Ken grew up in Rhode Island with his
parents, Ed and Ruth, and his sister Judy Neal Murray, and brother Ed Jr.
(all of whom predeceased him). Ken attended Moses Brown School and
eventually Brown University. After graduating, he received his law degree
from Boston College. Ken spent 30 years of his professional life as a trial
attorney at Danaher, Lagnese & Neal PC, where he was a founding partner.
Ken is survived by his wife of 54 years, Patricia. He is predeceased by his
oldest daughter, Lisa Healy, and survived by her husband, Liam Healy, and
their two daughters, Emma and Abby. He is also predeceased by his second
oldest daughter, Kristen, who died in infancy. He is survived by his daughter
Jessica Lynch, her husband Brendan and their six children. Ken is survived
by his son Kenneth Neal Jr., his wife Amy, and their children.
John W. Ranucci, Esq.
John William Ranucci died on July 15, 2020. The son of Joseph Ranucci
and Andrianna “Anna” Ranucci (née Imonti), he was born and raised in
Providence. He graduated from Mount Pleasant High School in 1964 and
then studied biology and mathematics at the University of Rhode Island,
graduating in 1968 with distinction and as a member of the Phi Kappa Phi
honor society. Shortly after starting a career in teaching, he served in combat
in Vietnam between 1968 and 1970, where he received multiple medals,
including the Bronze Star. In the early 1970s, he and a friend started one of
the first local neighborhood bike shops, A.J. Spokes, which was located on
Hope Street on Providence’s East Side. Always looking for a new challenge,
John changed paths and attended the University of Connecticut School of
Law, where he served on the law review. After graduation, John returned
to Providence and practiced law in Rhode Island and Massachusetts until
his retirement. He is survived by his children, Leighlan Ranucci and John
Ranucci; daughter-in-law, Lauri Reitzammer; grandson, Lucas Ranucci;
brother, Joseph Ranucci and sister-in-law, Carolyn Ranucci.
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Caption This!
Contest

Advertiser Index
Ajootian, Charles –
1031 Exchange Services . . . . . . . . . . .  11
Alliant Title and Escrow – Florida . . . . . . . 26

We will post a cartoon
in each issue of the
Rhode Island Bar
Journal, and you,
the reader, can
create the punchline.

Arbitrator – Nicholas Trott Long . . . . . . . . . 8
Balsofiore & Company, Ltd. – Forensic
Accounting, Litigation Support . . . . . . .  11
Barrett Valuation Services, Inc. . . . . . . . . . 19
Briden, James – Immigration Law  . . . . . . 10
Coia & Lepore, Ltd. – John Cascione . . . . 26
Coia & Lepore, Ltd. – Mediation . . . . . . . . 25
Dennis, Stephen –
Workers’ Compensation . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14

How It Works: Readers are asked to consider what’s happening in the cartoon
above and submit clever, original captions. Editorial Board staff will review
entries, and will post their top choices in the following issue of the Journal,
along with a new cartoon to be captioned.

Winning caption for
July/August

Enright Law LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Gursky Wiens – Attorneys at Law, Ltd.  . . . 18

How to Enter: Submit the caption you think best fits the scene depicted in
the cartoon above by sending an email to kbridge@ribar.com with “Caption
Contest for September/October” in the subject line.

Humphrey, Richard – Law Offices  . . . . . . 29
Key Mediation LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Lavoie Law LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

Deadline for entry: Contest entries must be submitted by October 1st, 2020.
By submitting a caption for consideration in the contest, the author grants the Rhode
Island Bar Association the non-exclusive and perpetual right to license the caption to
others and to publish the caption in its Journal, whether print or digital.

Domain Properties – Real Estate
Sales/Leasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

“Just because you fooled us once
with your disappearing ink, don’t think
you are going to fool us twice.”
CAROLYN R. BARONE, ESQ.

Lawyers on the Move
Stephanie Friedel, Esq. is now an associate at Duffy & Sweeney, LTD, 321 South Main Street, Suite 400,
Providence, RI 02903.
401-455-0700 sfriedel@duffysweeney.com duffysweeney.com
Ralph B. Gillis, Esq. is now a senior associate at Duffy & Sweeney, LTD, 321 South Main Street, Suite 400,
Providence, RI 02903.
401-455-0700 rgillis@duffysweeney.com duffysweeney.com
Kristen Sloan Maccini, Esq. and Christine Marinello, Esq. have opened Key Mediation, LLC, located at 650
Ten Rod Road, North Kingstown, RI 02852.
401-379-2KEY (2539) ksm@keymediationllc.com cm@keymediationllc.com keymediationllc.com

LawPay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Back Cover
Leone Law, LLC – Anthony R. Leone II  . . . 29
Marasco & Nesselbush . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Mathieu, Joan – Immigration Lawyer . . . . 24
Mignanelli & Associates, LTD. –
Estate Litigation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Morowitz, David – Law Firm  . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Ocean Roads Realty – Real Estate Sales  . . 10
Palumbo, Richard – Condominium Law . . . 9
Palumbo, Richard –
Property Damage & Insurance . . . . . . .  11
PellCorp Investigative Group, LLC . . . . . . . 14
Peter M. Iascone & Associates, Ltd.  . . . . . 12
Pfieffer, Mark –
Alternate Dispute Resolution . . . . . . . .  11
Piccerelli, Gilstein & Co. –
Business Valuation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Purcell, Jim – ADR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Keep Your Directory Listing Up to Date!

Red Cave Legal Consulting  . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Restivo Monacelli LLP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Rice, Amy – Arbitrator & Mediator  . . . . . 12

The Bar’s online Attorney Directory is available for the convenience of Bar members, clients, and
potential clients, so be sure to keep your listing up to date! Attorney Directory contact information
may include the Bar member’s name, photograph, law office name, postal address, email address,
telephone number, and facsimile number. Have your photo taken at the Bar Association, or send in
your own headshot to Erin Cute at ecute@ribar.com. Photographs must be provided in a jpg format of
at least 300 dpi.
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SecureFuture Tech Solutions  . . . . . . . . . . 10
Slip & Fall – Henry S. Monti . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Soss, Marc –
Florida Estates/Probate/Documents . . . 16
Vehicle Value Appraisals – Green Hill . . . . 20
Zoning Handbook, 3rd Edition –
Roland Chase  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

8 Tips to Help Manage Your Mental Health
Connect with family, friends,
and colleagues to talk about
your feelings and enjoy
conversation unrelated to
the pandemic.

Separate your private and
professional activities to
ensure efficiency and to
maintain a healthy work-life
balance.

Set a limit on your media
consumption, including social
media, to maintain your
peace of mind.

Start a project that you have
wanted to do for a long time.
Projects can provide a
healthy distraction from
these uncertain times.

1
2

To reduce stress, structure
your days, take regular
breaks and adapt your daily
life to the current situation.

3
4

Stay active, make sure to get
enough sleep, stay hydrated,
and eat healthy foods as
much as possible.

5
6

Do what you can to reduce
your risk; wear a mask in
public, practice social
distancing, and stay home as
much as possible.

7
8

Practice breathing exercises,
meditation, or yoga. Taking
time to clear your mind can
help reduce stress.
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POWERING

PAYMENTS
Trust Payment
IOLTA Deposit
Amount

$ 1,500.00
Reference

NEW CASE

FOR THE

LEGAL
INDUSTRY

The easiest way to accept credit,
debit, and eCheck payments

Card Number

**** **** **** 4242

The ability to accept payments online has
become vital for all firms. When you need to
get it right, trust LawPay's proven solution.
As the industry standard in legal payments,
LawPay is the only payment solution vetted
and approved by all 50 state bar associations,
60+ local and specialty bars, the ABA, and
the ALA.
Developed specifically for the legal industry to
ensure trust account compliance and deliver
the most secure, PCI-compliant technology,
LawPay is proud to be the preferred,
long-term payment partner for more than
50,000 law firms.

ACCEPT MORE PAYMENTS WITH LAWPAY
877-947-2631 | lawpay.com/riba

